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Abstract

We study in d space-dimensions the finite temperature behavior of long range

Neel'order (LRNO) in CP"'1 model as a low energy effective field theory of

'.be antilerromagnetic Heisenberg model. For d < 1, or d < 2 at any nonzero

temperature, LRNO disappears, in agreement with Mermin-VVagner-Coleinan's

theorem. For d = .1 in the weak coupling region, LRNO exists below the critical

temperature TN (Neel temperature). TN decreases as the interlayer coupling

becomes relatively weak compared with that within Cu — O layers.
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1. Introduction

It is broadly viewd that the spin degree of freedom of electrons on the two-

dimensional Cu — O planet may play an essential role in high Te superconduc-

tivity. Marty people have therefore concentrated on the properties of antifeno-

magnetic Heisenberg model in two dimensions.

Some recent studies have shown that this lattice model corresponds, in the

continuum, to CPl nonlinear a model a* a low energy effective field theory [1]

. It is expected that the long-range behavior of the original model could be well

described by this more tractable field theoretic model. For example, Chakiavarty

et al [2] claim that the result of low-temperature renormalization-group analysis

of 0(3) nonlinear <r model in two space dimensions can be fitted quantitatively

with the recent neutron experiments on £oJCuO1 [3].

On the other hand, to the Heisenberg model in space-dimensions d < 2

Merniin- Wagner's theorem [4] applies, and so the spontaneous break down or the

appearance of long range order cannot occur at any finite temperature. However,

experiments have indeed shown on some dopeless materials that antiferromag-

netic long range Nee] order (LRNO) does exist below some critical temperature

Tr, (Neel temperature). This, we think, is the indication that the (hird-space

dimension is important for the occurrence of real phenomena in solids such as

the presence of LRNO or superconductive state at finitt temperature.

In this letter, we study in d space-dimensions the finite temperature behavior

of LRNO in CPl (or CP"'1) model as an effective field theory of the quan-

tum antiferromagncts. Based on an effective potential and a stationary-phase

approximation [5,6], we show for if < 2 how the Mermin-Wagner's theorem

manifests itself i.. the effective field theory. For d = 3, extending the model to

an anisotropic one, we examine the conditions under which LRNO can appear.

The thermodynamic partition function of {CPN~')i,l model is written as a
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Euclidian path integral:

Z{0) = J DnDnDaDA^xf{- j dr j d*z[\D,n\7 + <r(|np - -jy)

0 = l/kBT, n = (n,(a), — , !»„(*)), j^n = (

where the fields are periodic functions of r. Integrating out the first N — 1

components of n(n) fields, we obtain an effective action of n^, n^ and auxiliary

fields:

±)]

where A = -D^Dj + <r and the replacement n w -» \ZJVnw,njV -» VNn^ has

been made. To evaluate the last term on the right hand side (r.h.s.) of (2), it is

convenient to write A as

+'(x - y) = - a [ « ' + ' ( x - y) + <*| ̂  |y)], (3)

where

<x| lfi \y) = G (̂* - y)ltd,A,, + A,Af + »](») + iiA^d'fif{z - y). (4)

Here <?^(z — y) is the finite temperature Green's function defined by

<V»i "*!>-? £ /™^-^*<*-rt(u*+*)-'. (5)

with u>( = 2*t/P (I : integer). In the following we consider only the constant

configurations of n^pl^) and a and set nn = n w , « w = nN , ff = ffe, Ap = 0.
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Using (3) ~ (5) we have

TV In A + TilnD = l i l i l ^ J - y) + (x| Lf(ac) |y>]

Thus, up to the constant, we obtain an elfective potential for |n w | and r.

From this, the stationary-pbase conditions for ac and nK follow easily

I AT 1 1 °° t jdtr 1

From (9) we see that the presence of LRNO (nonzero nN ) corresponds to that

of ac = 0 solution. Eq. (8) is the condition Ibat the tree and one-loop <r-tadpole

should cancell (stationary phase). We note that in the third term on the right-

hand side (r.h.s.) of (8), trc plays the role of infrared cut-off. Using the standard

trick of finite temperature, this term can be rewritten as the sum of contributions
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from zero and finite temperature ports:

1 V* f d'k ' f /

(10)

with u J = k' + <re.

The ultraviolet divergence formally appears for J > 1 in the first (zero-

temperature part) integral on the r.h.s.of (10). But this divergence is regularized

by the momentum cut-off A related with the lattice spacing(= a) of the original

crystal model as An ~ O(l) (the precise value of which depends on the shape of

the lattice and the space-dimensions). The cut-oft* dependence can be absorbed

into the coupling constant renormalKationiVV-'W'./d<rc(<rc = A/1, |»w I =

T = 0) = — M*~7/2fR (M:a ^normalization point, /ft:a dimensionless renor-

malized coupling) when d < 3.

On the other hand, if we put ac — 0, the case we are interested in, the

infrared divergence appears in the lirst integral when d < 1 and in the second

(finite temperature part) when d < 2. Hence, for d < 1, or d < 2 at any finite

temperature, any solution with vc — 0 is absent in (8). This is the manifestation

of Mermin-Wagner-Coleman's theorem [4], [7].

Let us more explicitly see the d = 2 case. After integration and renormaliza-

tion eq.(8) becomes for if = 2

(II)

where for simplicity we have taken the infinite cut-off limit. !<> the absence of

the last term, that is, T = 0, we find the following solutions [6] ;{t)for fR >

$%, |»WJ = 0, JZC = Af(l - j^-^J) (symmetric phase) -.(..Jfor fR = ^ ,

l"l»,l = "c = 0;(.u)for fR < ffi, |»Wcp = f (^ - V i ) , ' < = 0 (broken
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phase). Here fR = $±, or / ( = /A) = / c = $% a the critical coupling. LRNO

exist'; in the weak coupling region (Hi).

However once we incorpolate the finite temperature effect, the last term of

eq.(ll)with trc = 0 diverges logarithmically and gives no solution with <rc — 0.

LRNO is absent in any coupling region. As seen before this catastrophe is due

to the infrared divergence in the finite temperature one-loop integral. It appears

because of the presence of nt(i = 1, • • •, N — 1) lero mode w(_0 = 0. We note

that n{ is a Goldstone boson.

This is in sharp contrast to the similar analyses of (om-ktna models [S] where

the infrared divergence does not appear at finite temperature since fermions obey

the antiperiodic boundary condition and do not have zero frequency mode. <rc =

0 phase observed at zero-temperature persists to some finite critical temperature

where the phase transition occurs.

In our bosonic model, however, the thermal phase transition occurs exactly

at T = 0. The value of ac at finite temperature is obtained universally by

To conclude the d < 2 case, our effective theory with a mean-field type

approximation shows no LRNO (no spontaneous breakdown of SU(N)) when

d < I, or d < 2 at any nonzero temperature. The result is consistent with

the Merniin-Wagner's rigorous theorem about the absence of long range order in

the Heisenberg spin model [4J. (The d = 1 case corresponds to l ie Coleman's

theoremp].)

Then we are naturally led to suppose that the third space-dimension may

be important for the real appearance of LRNO observed experimentally in some

dopeless materials. We are now urged to extend our analyses to the d =: 3
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case where the infrared divergence is absent in the one-loop integral (10). But

before proceeding to the concrete analysis, we should recall that in real metarials

showing the superconductivity such as La^CuOt the intetlayer coupling (= /,"')

between x-y planes (Cu — O layers) is known from the experiments to be very

weak compared with that(= / " ' ) within planes. (In ref. [2], for example, the

ratio has been estimated to be of order 10~s.) Taking this fact into consideration

we extend our model to a following general anisotropic one:

_ . |n| -57>- (12)

In this model the stationaty-phase equation (8) is replaced by

° = |n"< |2 ~ 2/ + ~W J~^J (2*)J u\ + *J + if + ofc| + <Te'
 (13)

where we have set f, = o r 1 / (0 < a < 1). Evaluating the integrals gives

0 =l"K I2 - 27 + ^ ^ 8^'A ' ' 4 ( a ' 7 ) + B ^ e l A i "' 7 ^
., , .', (»)

where

(15)
B(0, A, a, 7) = C(0, ̂ , oo, a, 7) = 0.

Here, we have introduced the two-dimensionally symmetric cut-off A in the Jfct, fc2

integral and A,(= 7" A, 7" ~ 0(1)) in the k3 integral.

In the following we will restrict ourselves to the ac = 0 phase where LRNO

could appear. In this case the term B{<rc, A, a, 7) vanishes, and we will neglect
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the term C(0, ft. A, a, 7) appearing in the finite-temperature part of the one-loop

integral, which vanishes if we let A go to infinity. This approximation is valid

unless 0hca>A3 is very small, where c is the spin wave velocity and we have set

he = 1 so far. Then renormalizing the remaining quadratic cut-off dependence

by the condition:

where / „ is a dimensional renotmalized coupling in x — y plane, we can write

(14) as

. ,7 1 AT-1 a*

For this equation to be meaningful fR needs to be positive. This means

with / = jtv . Note that fc has a finite limit if a goes to zero. When the above

condition is satisfied, we find from (17) that LRNO exists if and only if

(19)

where T y is the so called Neel temperature and is well defined if the coupling

/ is so weak to satisfy (18). It follows from (19) and (18) that TN decreases as

a becomes small, i.e., the interlayer coupling becomes relatively small compared

with that within Cu — O layers. We note that although eq.(19) holds approxi-

mately only when a is not very small, Ty indeed goes to zero in the limit o —• 0,

as in seen in eq.(13) from the beginning. In the a = 0 limit the stationary-phase

condition (13) becomes essentially the one in (2 + 1) dimensions.



LRNO is given by

^MT1). (20)

To summarize, we have studied in d space-dimensions the finite temperature

behavior of LRNO in CP"'1 model as an effective field theory of the antifeiro-

magnetic Heisenberg model. Using the stationary-phase method, we have shown

that LRNO exists at d = 2{T = 0) or i = 3(0 < T < TK) in the weak coupling

legion. For d = 3 we have obtained the conditions under which LRNO exists.

The results are summarized in eqs. (J8)~ (20).

Ir. the rest we add some comments.

In this letter we have so far considered only the dopeless case. We comment

that the doping effects on the spin dynamics can be incorpolated in our analysis

by replacing the coupling / with an effective coupling f(S), where i is the con-

centration of holes and f{6) cart be calculated from the microscopic analysis of

Hubbard mod;! [9].

For d — 3, to make our discussion simple, we have neglected the existence

of C term in eq.(H). Hence the eqs.(19) and (20) are approximately good only

when a is not vek'y small. For the range a = 10~s ~ 10""1 where the comparison

with experiments is possible, the C term in (13) may not be negligible. More

quantitative arguments near or = 0 including the doping effect, needs therefore

more careful treatment of evaluating the finite-temperature part of the one-loop

integral in (13), and will appeal in the forthcoming paper.

Although a two-dimensional Cu — O plane is said to be important in high-

Tc superconductivity, our results of field tl .sry analysis implies that the three-

dimensional effect is also indispensable to the spontaneous symmetry breaking

(LRNO or superconductive state) at fin te temperature.

We have found that the spontaneous breakdown occurs for d = 3 in the

low temperature, weak coupling region. The results may support the general
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expectation that the loir-temperature phase in three-space dimensions would

qualitatively be the same with the zero-temperature phase in two dimensions.

Hence we could say that for simplicity we should first study the d = 2, T = 0

case in order to approach the high-Tc superconductivity, as is thought by many

people.

Nate aiiti: After we have wrHten up this work we received a preprint

by Rosenstein, Warr and Park [10] in which the thermodynamics of the (2+1)

dimensional O{N) invariant sigma model including the Tc = 0+ transition is

discussed. They claim the similar conclusion to ours but do not mention about

the (3+1) dimensional case.

One of us (I.I) would like to thank the support in part by Grant-in-Aid for

sieatific Research from the Ministry for Education, Science and Culture of Japan,

No. 63540207, No. 01740150 and No. 01540233.
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